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Abstract - Traditional recommender systems do not consider spatial properties of users nor items; proposed system cognizable recommender system is based on locations of item and user also referred as location aware recommender system that exploits community opinions or ratings to produce suggestions for other items also referred as recommendations. CRS (Cognizable Recommender System) uses recent transactions to avoid excessive processing of data which is old and not interested by user. It also supports taxonomy of three novel classes of location-based ratings, namely, non-spatial ratings for spatial items, spatial ratings for non-spatial items, and spatial ratings for spatial items. The technique that is user partitioning exploits user rating locations, influences recommendations with ratings spatially close to querying users. This will help to achieve maximum system scalability without giving-up quality of recommendations. CRS exploits location of item using a technique referred as travel penalty that helps recommendation candidates closer in travel distance to querying users in a way that helps to avoid exhaustive access to all spatial items. These three techniques can be applied separately, or together, depending on the type of location-based rating available. CRS works to provide recommendations which are more accurate than existing approaches and also proven to be efficient and scalable.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Depending upon community opinion in terms of ratings, recommender system predict useful product from a considerably huge space. In traditional recommender system the technique used is collaborative filtering [1], which works based on previous transactions and opinions in term of ratings to find similarity between users and items to suggest k number of items to a user u who is interested in purchasing an item (e.g., Toy, Dress, Movie, Hotel) Product reviews or opinions are given through explicit ratings represented by the triple (user, rating, item) that represents a user who purchase an item providing rating for it. At present, myriad applications can produce location-based ratings that exploit user and/or item locations. For example, social networks (e.g., Facebook Places [2]) are which allow users to “check-in” at spatial destinations (e.g., restaurants) and rate their visit. These sites are thus able to associate both user and item locations with ratings. Such ratings are used in interesting new concept of location-aware recommendations, in which the recommender system uses the spatial aspect of ratings to produce new recommendations. Existing systems assume ratings which are represented by the (user, rating, item) triple, thus are not enough to produce location aware recommendations. In cognizable recommendation system, location aware recommender system built to produce more efficient location-based recommendations.

Cognizable Recommendation System produces recommendations using a taxonomy of three types of location-based ratings within a single framework: (1) Spatial ratings for non-spatial items, represented as (user, ulocation, rating, item), where ulocation represents a user location, for example, user who buys an electronic product from home; (2) non-spatial ratings for spatial items, represented as (user, rating, item, ilocation), where ilocation represents an item location, for example, a user whose location in unknown rating a movie; (3) spatial ratings for spatial items, represented as a five-tuple (user, ulocation, rating, item, ilocation), for example, a user rating a restaurant he visited recently from his home.

2. BACKGROUND

Traditional recommender systems produce K items personalized for user u whereas CRS also produce location aware recommendations by exploiting three classes of location based ratings in a framework.

Like traditional recommender systems, LARS [3] and LARS* [4] suggests k items personalized for a querying user u. However, LARS* is distinct in its ability to produce location-aware recommendations using each of the three types of location-based rating within a single framework. CRS adds one more feature to existing system to limit the excess processing by accessing recent n number of
transactions. Depending on density of spatial ratings available in particular region number of transactions is to be used to calculate the new recommendations after a purchasing a product and registering as a new user.

CRS employs a user partitioning technique that uses preference locality to calculate recommendations using spatial ratings for non-spatial items, i.e., the tuple (user, ulocation, rating, item). In order to save storage space, proposed system adapt pyramid data structure [5] similar to quad tree. To partition ratings given by user by their location information in terms of different sizes and hierarchies, existing collaborative filtering techniques when user's location in in region R only uses ratings located in R. which regions of the pyramid has to be maintained is thus tricky while tow important factors has to be considered: scalability and locality. Locality is gained when large number of regions is maintained and system scalability decreases to maintain right pyramid shape balance between scalability and locality has to be maintained.

As shown in figure 1 the graph of the foursquare [10] users, 75% of users travel less than 50 meters. This observation motivates to think about the spatial location of an item. This lead to introduce a technique called Travel penalty. CRS thus uses travel penalty to produce recommendations using non-spatial ratings for spatial items, i.e., the tuple (user, rating, item, ilocation). This technique further uses travel distance between user and items to produce recommendation. However system resources are consumed to compute travel distance. This challenge is addressed by employing an efficient query processing framework capable of early termination once it discovers that the list of k answers cannot be altered by processing more recommendation candidates. CRS employs both the techniques user partitioning and travel penalty to produce recommendations using spatial ratings for spatial items, i.e., the tuple (user, ulocation, rating, item, ilocation). All three cases mentioned above are thus used separately or combined together based on types of ratings available.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Existing system which are based on collaborative filtering and spatial information of item and user. To gain more accuracy in recommendations, locations of both item and user is subjected to play an important role. Spatial ratings are exploited to provide more accurate recommendations in addition with existing system where collaborative filter is used. Existing system consider all previous transactions to calculate the similarity between items. Instead of considering all transaction if recent transactions are used for the calculations for recommendations, both time and processing power can be saved to make more efficient system. After combination of collaborative filter and spatial ratings of items which users location also known, if enough number of recent transactions are used the recommendations provided to querying user are more accurate and with more efficient manner.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

As shown in Fig 1, there are four main modules of the architecture. Purchase engine is a shopping portal where user can login and buy a product and give his/her opinion in terms of rating value that is numeric value ranges from 1 to 5. The functionalities of these modules are as explained below.

**Recommendation process:** will run periodically. It involves following modules

**Recent Transaction Filter:** This is the module where only recent transactions are considered among huge amount of data.

**Collaboration filtering:** This module will prepare to identify the similar user based on the transaction they have made.

**Preference Locality Filtering:** This will group the users based on the user locality and based on it recommend the products.

---

**Chart 1:** Travel locality: Travel Distance in Foursquare

**Fig 1:** Architectural Design
Travel Penalty Filtering: This will associate the products by penalizing the purchase based on the distance between user location and item location and use this information for product recommendation.

All the transaction will go through Preference locality based recommendation for rating and location of the user. All the transaction will go through Traversal penalty based recommendation for rating and location of the item. These will send filtered transaction from each of recommendation module. These will feed as input to the collaboration filtering, here score will be calculated for each product and ranking will be performed based on score and the K value of the product. Then K recommendation will be obtained. Query processing is of two types 1) snapshot queries 2) continuous queries. Snapshot queries are given buy user who is located at place with fixed spatial coordinates; whereas continuous queries are entered by users with mobile device from which he is browsing the web portal. Continuous tracing of x and y coordinates of the location is transferred through location tracking method.

Traditional approach of recommender system by using item based collaborative filtering is not replaced with proposed system instead, added feature where spatial ratings are also considered while calculating the new highest scored recommended items. Thus the cost of installing proposed recommendation system is negligible. The goal is to design a recommender system on product domain. The system will be composed of server side components and client side components. The server-side component will manage the database operations and algorithms that produce recommendation results. The client-side components will be graphical interfaces that are integrated into corresponding larger systems.

5. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This section provides an overview of system by discussing the query model, collaborative filtering method and recent transaction filter.

5.1 Query Model

CRS supports two types of queries. Snap shot queries where user one time query is sent by user U and continuous queries [8] [9] entered by user with mobile device where continuous tracking of user’s location is required. Users provide system with a user id U, numeric limit K, and location L; K recommended items are returned to the user. The technique system uses to produce recommendations depends on the type of location-based rating available in the system.

5.2 Item-Based Collaborative Filtering

Item-based collaborative filtering (abbr. CF[6]) is used as its primary recommendation technique. Reason to choose this technique is its popularity. Collaborative filter is adapted widely by commercial systems (e.g. Amazon [7]).
To calculate above equation for all candidate items to find top k recommendations can become too expensive while processing recommendations. Such computations can be avoided by evaluating items in increasing order of travel penalty in terms of Euclidian distance that helps to use early termination from top k query processing. Thus travel penalty doesn’t need much processing to maintain as it only rebuild the item based collaborative filtering model whenever new ratings enter the system. For lower maintenance model can be rebuilt only after N% of new ratings are entered.

5.4 Recent Transaction Filter:

There are different types of user who do internet shopping. Depending how frequently an user is buying items and rating them, After N% of transactions time period considered for particular user varies.is user is frequent buyer, number of transactions within a month will be enough for him to get recommendations. However if user doesn’t have much transaction history, an year old transactions are to be considered to fulfill the requirement of N% of transaction.

The influence level of time factor can also be given by user depending on his search criteria.

6. ADVANTAGES OF OUR SOLUTION

CRS addresses the main flaw of LARS by improving the pyramid data structure by adding one more type of cell that help to maintain balance between locality and scalability. Added feature of considering recent transactions for calculation, CRS produces more accurate recommendations by limiting the processing power. To gain more accurate recommendations with less processing of recent transactions, CRS is cognizable system to provide more accurate recommendations in efficient and scalable manner.

*Scalability:* The maintenance algorithm in CRS avoids the expensive speculative splitting. This feature helps to increase scalability of the system. Accessing only recent transactions for processing data also helps to gain scalability.

*Efficiency:* CRS adapts efficient way to calculate recommendations by accessing recent transactions and pyramid data structure where maintenance algorithm is used to avoid excessive amount of processing which is economically better than the existing system.

7. RELATED WORK

*Location-based services.* Current location-based services employ two main methods to provide interesting destinations to users. (1) KNN techniques [11] and variants simply retrieve the k objects nearest to a user and are completely removed from any notion of user *personalization.* (2) Preference methods such as sky-lines [12]. Conversely, CRS is the first location-based service to consider implicit preferences by using location-based ratings to help users discover new items.

**Traditional recommenders:** A wide array of techniques is capable of producing recommendations using non-spatial ratings for non-spatial items represented as the triple {\textit{user, rating, item}} We refer to these as "traditional" recommendation techniques. The locations in considered in the closest approach incorporating contextual attributes into statistical recommendation models. However, no traditional approach has studied explicit location-based ratings as done in LARS*. Some existing commercial applications make cursory use of location when proposing interesting items to users. For instance, Netflix [13] displays a "local favorites" list containing popular movies for a user’s given city. However, these movies are not personalized to each user; rather, this list is built using aggregate rental data for a particular city. CRS on the other hand, produces personalized recommendations influenced by location-based ratings and a query location.

**Location-aware recommenders:** The CityVoyager system [14] mines a user’s personal GPS trajectory data to determine her preferred shopping sites, and provides recommendation based on where the system predicts the user is likely to go in the future. CRS, conversely, does not attempt to predict future user movement, as it produces recommendations influenced by user and/or item locations embedded in community ratings.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Cognizable Recommender is location-aware recommender system, covers a problem which is never considered by traditional recommender systems by working with three types of location-based ratings: spatial ratings for non-spatial items, non-spatial ratings for spatial items, and spatial ratings for spatial items. Cognizable Recommender employs two important techniques user *partitioning* and *travel penalty* to support spatial ratings and spatial items, respectively. These two techniques can be applied separately or in combination to support the various types of location-based ratings. Experimental analysis using real and synthetic data sets show that Cognizable Recommender is scalable, efficient and provides better quality recommendations with highest recommendation score than just an item based collaborative filtering technique used in traditional recommender systems.

Future work may include the use recent transactions for furthermore simplification in calculations to get even
better results. This can be achieved by using one more attribute i.e. time in the form of temporal database. Influence level can be edited by admin depending on the fact that how frequent the user is purchasing and rating the product.
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